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Art and science are two different concepts, but also two different things. From 
the scientific point of view, one is the image of the art, is the thinking in images; 
another is the science and technology, is a logical thinking. Can be said that art and 
science are two creative people are engaged in the action, they in each historical stage 
of human civilization is to promote the progress of human civilization, the 
relationship between art and science is always assist in the development, promote 
each other, especially since the beginning of twentieth Century fifty years, science and 
technology has experienced a rapid development of hitherto unknown., especially the 
rise of digital technology and the Internet, triggered a huge wave of information 
technology, a strong impetus to the process of human society, has great impact on 
different fields of art, extremely profound influence. 
This dissertation from the theory of digital art, analysis of the development and 
current situation of domestic and foreign digital art, characteristics and classification 
of digital art, digital graphic arts for the purpose of application of digital technology, 
which plays in the role of graphic art, influence of digital technology on the graphics, 
the concept and method of digital art the. Based on the analysis of the construction of 
Guizhou graphic arts digital platform construction case, description of graphic arts 
digital platform according to characteristics of industrial demand in the long term and 
high-tech society development of the economy of the province, science and 
technology, the digital art resources integration, open and sharing as the goal, through 
the integration, integration, optimization of digital art resources, improve the 
construction of relevant the basic conditions, improve public service capacity of 
digital media, digital media public service platform construction is fundamental, 
openness, commonweal, provide support for the students' training, digital art 
high-tech research, industrial technology innovation, technology innovation and 
sustainable development of society. 















impetus, development of digital technology on the graphic art at the same time, also 
shows that the art of innovation, also provides incomparably broad space for 
development for the advancement of science and technology. At the same time, 
discuss the artist in facing the challenges of new technology, should have what kind of 
values, the traditional art creation, and puts forward a new thinking. 
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第 1 章  绪论 
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称为是 21 世纪知识经济的核心产业，是继 IT 产业后又一个经济增长点。据统计






溯到 2008 年北京奥运会。在开幕式上，鸟巢正中巨大的 LED 数字艺术卷轴，无
比绚烂，从《江山千里图》到《清明上河图》绵延流转的精彩影像，留给世界各
国观众一次美妙的视觉体验；之后的上海世博会也大量采用数字艺术。例如，中
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